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Motivation

• US Social Security Admin. predicts Trust Fund depleted by
2034.

• SS tax rate (10.6% of wages) will cover 79% of promised
benefits.

• Fiscal crisis caused by increased longevity (baby-boom also at
play but temporary): retirees are living longer and collecting
benefits over longer retirement period.

• Inescapable reality: benefits must be reduced or taxes must
increase.
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A fact that really stands out

• Increase in life expectancy has not been shared symmetrically
between the rich and poor.

• The gap is growing (Auerbach et al. (2017)). Life expectancy
gap between richest and poorest quintiles in the U.S.:

– 5.1 years for the 1930 birth cohort.

– 12.7 years for the 1960 birth cohort.
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This paper does 4 things

1 Develop a new/simple way to summarize the degree of
progressivity within a Social Security system.

2 Show that growth in the gap in life expectancy between
rich and poor destroys three-quarters of the progressivity of
the US Social Security system.

3 Develop two simple proposals to reform SS that:

maintain progressivity
restore fiscal solvency.

4 Document large welfare gains associated with these
reforms.
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New/simple measure of progressivity



Notation

• Age is indexed by t.

• At each moment in time, an infinitely divisible cohort of unit
mass is born.

• Individuals are born at t = 0 and die no later than t = T .

• At birth, individuals realize their earning type w ∈ [0, 1] with
p.d.f. g(w).

• Individuals earn w until they retire at tR, at which time they
collect a benefit annuity b(w).

• Social Security tax rate is τ .

• Abstract from population and wage growth.
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• S(t|w) is prob of surviving to t for wage type w.

• S(t|w′) > S(t|w′′) for w′ > w′′ for all t.

• The tax rate τ satisfies gov’t budget constraint for a given
benefit-earning rule b(w)

τ

∫ 1

0

∫ tR

0
g(w)S(t|w)wdtdw =

∫ 1

0

∫ T

tR

g(w)S(t|w)b(w)dtdw.

• Notice the budget doesn’t balance separately for each wage
type. SS pools contributions to pay life annuity to the living,
and there is cross subsidization across wage groups because (i)
benefits depend on wages and (ii) survival probabilities depend
on wages.
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Our simple measure of progressivity

• Each wage type receives an “implicit transfer”∆(w), defined
as the difference between what that type receives and what they
pay

τ

∫ tR

0
S(t|w)wdt+ ∆(w) =

∫ T

tR

S(t|w)b(w)dt,

where the average transfer must be zero,
∫ 1
0 g(w)∆(w)dw = 0.

• “Implicit transfer share”, δ(w), defined as:

δ(w) ≡ ∆(w)

τ
∫ tR
0 S(t|w)wdt

.

• Variance of the implicit transfer share is our measure of
progressivity:

var(δ(w)) =

∫ 1

0
g(w)[δ(w)− E(δ(w))]2dw.
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Effect of growing life expectancy gap



Calibration

• Three functions to calibrate, b(w), g(w), S(t|w).

• b(w) matches US Social Security (piece-wise linear
benefit-earning rule): SS replaces 90% of wages up to the first
bend point, 32% of wages between the first and second bend
points, 15% of wages between the second and third bend points,
and 0% of wages beyond the third bend point. Bend points are
0.2, 1.24, and 2.47 times the average wage.

• g(w) chosen to match inequality in wage distribution.

• For comparison, we have two calibrations of S(t|w) by wage
type: 1930 birth cohort and 1960 birth cohort (Auerbach et al.
(2017)).
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Calibration

• Using survival probabilities for 1930 birth cohort along with
current b(w), we find: var(δ(w)) = 0.0867.

• Using survival probabilities for 1960 birth cohort, we compute
that a 3.3 percentage point across the board tax increase would
be needed to balance the budget (close to SSA estimates).
Alternatively, we find that reducing the entire benefit schedule
to 77.47% of its current level will balance the budget (again,
very close to the SSA estimates).

• ...either way, var(δ(w)) = 0.0246.

• Social Security loses three-quarters of its progressivity as the
life expectancy gap widens!
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Figure 1. Implicit Transfer Shares in US Social Security
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Note: The transfer shares for the 1960 birth cohort are calculated under the assumption
that policy makers pursue across the board tax increases or across the board proportional
benefit cuts (rather than “fair” reform).
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Two proposals



• Rewrite the implicit transfer share

δ(w) ≡ ∆(w)

τ
∫ tR
0 S(t|w)wdt

=
b(w)

wτR(w)
− 1,

where

R(w) =

∫ tR
0 S(t|w)dt∫ T
tR
S(t|w)dt

.
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Option 1: Fair Tax Reform

• Basic idea: adjust the tax rate in order to:
maintain progressivity and restore fiscal solvency.

• Wage types who face the greatest gains in longevity would
face the greatest increase in their contribution rate.

• Specifically: to hold var(δ(w)) constant over time (and
thereby preserve progressivity), it is enough to hold the transfer
shares themselves δ(w) = b(w)

wτR(w) − 1 constant over time for
each w.

• One way to do this is to hold constant over time the product
τR(w) within each wage type, while leaving benefits intact.
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Option 1: Fair Tax Reform continued...

That is, policy makers would create a wage-dependent
(progressive) tax τ(w) that adjusts according to the following
proposal for some future calendar date s > 0

Fair Tax Reform: τ(w)sR(w)s = τ0R(w)0 for all w.

• If we establish a base calendar year (s = 0), then policy
makers would charge a progressive tax that evolves over time as
the ratio of workers to retirees evolves within each wage type.

• Wage types with the greatest longevity gains (the largest
reduction in the ratio of workers to retirees) would face the
largest increase in their contributions because they are
responsible for placing the most strain on the Social Security
budget.
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Note: The pre-reform tax balances the budget under life expectancies from the 1930
birth cohort. The across the board reform tax balances the budget under life
expectancies from the 1960 birth cohort. The fair tax reform balances the budget under
life expectancies from the 1960 birth cohort and preserves progressivity.
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Option 2: Fair Benefit Reform

• Basic idea: adjust the benefit formula in order to:
maintain progressivity and restore fiscal solvency.

• Wage types who face the greatest gains in longevity would
face the greatest decrease in their benefit annuity.

• Specifically: to hold var(δ(w)) constant over time (and
thereby preserve progressivity), it is enough to hold b(w)/R(w)
constant over time within each wage type (holding the tax rate
fixed), since this holds the transfer shares themselves
δ(w) = b(w)

wτR(w) − 1 constant over time for each w.
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Option 2: Fair Benefit Reform continued....
That is, policy makers would cut benefits according according
to the following rule for some future calendar date s > 0

Fair Benefit Reform:
b(w)s
R(w)s

=
b(w)0
R(w)0

for all w.

• Brings fiscal balance to the Social Security system while
preserving its progressivity.

• Recall: across the board reform keeps all of the bend points
the same but reduces the slopes of the three segments from
their current values of 90%, 32% and 15% down to 70%, 25%,
and 12% (each new slope would be 77.47% of the current slope).
But this destroys three-quarters of the progressivity of Social
Security.

• Our fair benefit reform: slopes would change from their
current values of 90%, 32% and 15% down to 86%, 21%, and
9%.
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Figure 3. Social Security Benefit Reform
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Note: Pre-reform benefits are current US law. Across the board benefit reform
balances the budget under life expectancies from the 1960 birth cohort. The fair tax
reform balances the budget under life expectancies from the 1960 birth cohort and
preserves progressivity.
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Welfare gains



Welfare Metric

• At t = 0 individuals learn their wage type w and take as given
τ(w) and b(w),

max : U =

∫ T

0
e−ρtS(t|w)u(c(t))dt,

subject to

k̇(t) = rk(t) + (1− τ(w))w − c(t), for t ∈ [0, tR],

k̇(t) = rk(t) + b(w)− c(t), for t ∈ [tR, T ],

k(0) = 0, k(T ) = 0.

• E(U) =
∫ 1
0

∫ T
0 g(w)e−ρtS(t|w)u(c∗(t|w))dtdw.

• CV is the percentage of lifetime consumption that individuals
are willing to give up to live in a world with fair reform∫ 1

0

∫ T

0
g·e−ρt·S·u(c∗F (1−CV ))dtdw =

∫ 1

0

∫ T

0
g·e−ρt·S·u(c∗AB)dtdw.
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Welfare Gains

• Fair reform acts to hedge wage uncertainty.

• Fair tax reform CV = 0.8%.

• Fair benefit reform CV = 3.0%.

• Sensitivity/Robustness:
1 Welfare results are robust to a range of values for discount
rate ρ and interest rate r.

2 However, welfare results are sensitivity to risk aversion.

Above results correspond to CRRA = 1.5. As we approach
risk neutrality, the welfare gains vanish.
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A Qualification

• As with any analysis of insurance, our assumption that wages
are uncertain is non-trivial.

• Different view: wage heterogeneity is entirely or in part the
result of heterogeneity in effort or some other deliberate choice.

• If so, the role of insurance is less clear.

• We stay out of this debate. We acknowledge that our welfare
calculations depend on our assumption that wage earnings are
uncertain.
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Summary

1 Develop a new/simple way to summarize the degree of
progressivity within a Social Security system.

2 Show that growth in the gap in life expectancy between
rich and poor destroys three-quarters of the progressivity of
the US Social Security system.

3 Develop two simple proposals to reform SS that:

maintain progressivity
restore fiscal solvency.

4 Document large welfare gains associated with our reforms.
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